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This document will give a general introduction into the workings of EVIEWS. It does not work 
through a particular example, but you can use the data which are provided in the ‘EVIEWS Tutorial 
data.xls’ spreadsheet to practice the basic techniques.  
 

 
Workfiles are the workhorses of EVIEWS. They store your data and results of your analysis. Each 
workfile can contain a big number of data sets. When you create a new file (FILE - NEW) you 
only have to open a new workfile. You will not need databases, programs or text files for basic 
EVIEWS work. 
 
As you open a new workfile you will be 
asked about the nature of the data. 
If you have data observed at regular 
intervals you can select ”Dated – regular 
frequency”  and then choose the 
appropriate frequency and the start and 
end dates. Often, however, it will be 
convenient to choose “Unstructured / 
Undated” as your workfile structure type, 
especially if you have cross sectional data. 
You then merely have to indicate how 
many observations you have (in the 
“Observations” field). 
 

Notation  
EVIEWS commands or menu commands are printed in the courier type. 
LMC  - left mouse click 
RMC  - right mouse click 
DMC  - double click 
 



  

 
 
While each workfile will contain several data series, each data series is stored as its own object. 
Each workfile comes with a default data series "resid" and a coefficient vector “c”, which, at any 
time, will store the residuals and coefficient estimates of the regression last run (the β or in some 
versions α, are an indication from EVIEWS that this object is a parameter vector, whereas the small 
stylised line plot in the symbol to “resid” indicates a series of data) . When you create or import 
new data series, they will appear as new data series, just as "resid" does.  
 

Importing Data 
Two alternative strategies exist to import data. Both strategies will be described in turn. 
From Excel 
Have the Excel file ready with data in columns. Memorise the first data cell (eg A2), the name of 
the data sheet (if multiple sheets) and the number of variables to be imported. 
In EVIEWS: 
 PROCS - IMPORT – IMPORT 

FROM FILE 
 Then choose file 
  Check the option “Predefined 

range” matches the data you want to 
import, if not choose  “Custom 
Range” and adjust according to 
your spreadsheet. 

 Click Next 
 On the next screen (not shown here) 

you can confirm or change the 
names of the variables to be 
imported 

 On the next screen (not shown here) 
you can determine whether you 



  

want to import all data or just a subsample. If you want to import all data you don’t have to 
change anything but only click on FINISH. 

 
Once you completed this you will see that each series is represented by a little data series icon, just 
as “resid”. At this stage you should remember to save your file!!! 
 
Copy and Paste 
Copy data from Excel or any other spreadsheet file into the clipboard (highlight and CRTL+C) from 
spreadsheet or text editor 
In EVIEWS: 
 QUICK - EMPTY GROUP (EDIT SERIES)  
 LMC on upper left cell 
 RMC and PASTE 
 
This way you will then have to manually enter the names of the data series. Therefore this method 
is only to be recommended if you don’t have many data series to import. 
 
Instead of pasting data into the spreadsheet you can also just type data into the spreadsheet. On the 
top of the window you can see an Edit+/- button. This locks or unlocks the spreadsheet for 
editing. 
 
 Close the group by clicking on the X in the top right corner of the Group window and confirm 

that you want to delete this group (Note: This will not delete the data series itself, but just the 
group in which they were displayed – see below!). You will then see the new data series icons 
in your worksheet file. 

 If you want to change the name for a series at this stage you should RMC on the data series 
icon for which you want to change the name and choose the “Rename” option.  

 Give the data series a sensible name. If you have plenty of data series, you should put some 
thought into how to name the series such that you remember what is what. 

 Click OK 
 
At this stage you should see something like this: 
 

 


